John Skelton, also known as John Shelton (c. 1463&ndash;21 June 1529), possibly born in Diss, Norfolk, was an English poet. He had been a tutor to King Henry VIII of England and died at Westminster. Education Skelton is said to have been educated at Oxford. He certainly studied at Cambridge, and he is probably the &ldquo;Scheklton&rdquo; mentioned by William Cole as taking his M.A. degree in 1484. In 1490, William Caxton in the preface to The Boke of Enydes compiled by Vyrgele refers to him in terms which prove that Skelton had already won a reputation as a scholar. See The Poetical Works of John Shelton; with Notes and some account of the author and his writings, by the Rev. Alexander Dyce (2 vols., 1843). A selection of his works was edited by WH Williams (London, 1902). Poetical works. With notes, and some account of the author and his writings. This edition was published in 1843 by T. Rodd in London. Classifications. Library of Congress. PR2345 A5 D8 1843. ID Numbers. Open Library. OL7081667M. Internet Archive. poeticalworkswit01skeluoft. The Poetical Works of John Skelton: With Notes, and Some Account of the Author and His Writings, Volume 2 Paperback – 11 Jan 2010. by Alexander Dyce (Author), John Skelton (Author). Be the first to review this item. Note: This item is eligible for click and collect. Details. Pick up your parcel at a time and place that suits you. Choose from over 13,000 locations across the UK. About the Author. John Skelton, a chemistry and economics graduate, worked for many years in the federal government fostering innovation in Canadian small businesses. The founding editor of Industry Canada's award winning &quot;Small Business Quarterly&quot;, he is currently an educator with the Canada Science and Technology Museum in Ottawa. Customer reviews. There are no customer reviews yet.